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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a method for proving the nonexistence of finite simple 
groups having a standard component of a certain type. This method relies heavily 
on the B-Conjecture and the work of Aschbacher, Seitz, and others on standard 
component problems for Chevalley groups of characteristic 2. 
We shall develop some basic consequences of the B-Conjecture in Section 2 
and apply these in Section 3 to obtain an easy classification algorithm. We shall 
apply this algorithm in the remaining sections to prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a jinite group with O(G) = (1) having a standard 
subgroup L with 1 Z(L)1 odd and L/Z(L) isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
(1) Suzuki’s sporadic simple group, Suz. 
(2) A simple group OS of O’Nan-Sims type. 
(3) A simple group of F5 type. 
(4) Rudvalis’ simple group, Ru. 
(5) Conway’s group, . 1. 
Then A c K,K, 4 G with Ki s A and Ki a K,K, for i = 1 or 2. 
Remark. If the hypothesis that 1 Z(A)1 is odd replaced by the hypothesis 
that 1 Z(A)1 is even and the other hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 remain unchanged 
then it has been proved in [lo] and [ 1 l] that A 4 G. 
For our next result we need a hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS 1.2. Let G be a finite group with F*(G) quasi-simple having a 
subgroup K with / Z(K)1 even, with KZ(G)/Z(G) standard in G = G/Z(G) and 
with K/Z(G) isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
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(2) Fischer’s simple group, M(22). 
(3) “E,(2). 
(4) A simple group ofF, type. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) K/Z(K) --2: L’,(2) and F*(G) z M(22). 
(2) K/Z(K) E M(22) and G is isomorphic to Fischer’s group M(23) or 
M(24)‘. 
(3) K/Z(K) yz ‘E,(2) and G is of i’Jz type. 
(4) K/Z(K) is of Fz type and G is of FI type. 
Here M(24)’ is the commutator subgroup of Fischer’s largest 3-transposition 
group. Fz is the so-called baby monster and FI the so-called monster. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a finite group with O(G) == (1) having a standaard 
subgroup L with j %(L)l odd and L/Z(L) isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
(1) M(22) OY M(23). 
(2) M(24)‘. 
(3) A group of Fz type. 
(4) 4 group of FI t?‘pe. 
Suppose that Hypothesis 1.2 holds in all sections of G. Then one of the following 
holds: 
(1) LCK,Kz~GwithKi~LuandKi<KIK,fori= 10~2. 
(2) L e M(23) and F*(G) is of M(24)’ type. 
The phrase “His of HI type” means here in general that His a simple group 
and Aut H has the same centralizers of involutions as the (predicted) group HI . 
The precise meaning of the phrase will be specified in each section. The phrase is 
used because in some cases the uniqueness (and even existence) of a simple group 
with the indicated properties is unknown as of the writing of this paper. 
We remark that once Hypothesis 1.2 is proved, the standard form problem 
will be solved for all sporadic simple groups known today, except possibly .2 
and FS . 
In the course of proving Theorem 1. I, we also obtain the following result. 
THEOREM I .4. Let G be a jinite group with O(G) L (I> having a standard 
subgroup K with ~ Z(K)/ 2, K/Z(K) z G,(4) and Sylow 2-subgroups qf C,(K) 
cyclic. Then K (1 G. 
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We note that this result completes the classification of finite groups with a 
standard subgroup K such that K/Z(K) g Gs(29. We are assuming here and 
throughout the paper that groups of Conway type in the sense of Aschbacher 
and Seitz [6] have been identified as isomorphic to .I. We have been so advised 
by M. Aschbacher [34]. 
2. EMBEDDINGS OF COMPONENTS 
A component of a group H is a subnormal quasi-simple subgroup of H. 
I(H) is the set of all involutions of H and de(G) is the set of all components of 
2-local subgroups of G. L(H) is the product of all components of H. L(H) is 
characteristic in H and L(H)/Z(L(H)) is a direct product of simple groups. 
We shall assume that all finite groups satisfy the B(G) Property. 
B(G) Property. Let G be a finite group with O(G) = (1). Let t be an 
involution of G, L a perfect subnormal subgroup of Co(t) with L/O(L) quasi- 
simple. Then L is a component of Co(t). 
The basic theorem on embeddings of components is the L-Balance Theorem 
of Gorenstein and Walter [14, Sects. 3,4], which may be stated as follows under 
the assumption of the B(G) Property. 
THEOREM 2.1 (L-Balance). Let G be a finite group with O(G) = (I). Let S 
and T be 2-subgroups of G with [S, T] C S n T. Let K be a component of C,(S). 
Then 
(1) L(G(TN ~L(CG(TN. 
(2) If T 2 Co(K), there exists a component M of Co(T) with K a component 
of Cos,(S). Either (MS) is quasi-simple or (K(L(co(T))) is a product K,K, ... K,. 
of components of C,(T) with K isomorphic to a homomorphic image of Ki for 
each i. 
The L-Balance Theorem permits us to define a relation on Z(G) as follows. 
We say that K > L if there exists a pair (S, T) of non-identity 2-subgroups of G 
with [S, T] C S r\ T and with K 44 C,(S), L ~4 Co(T) and KC (Ls). 
We extend < to a transitive relation < on 9(G) and say that K is maximal in 
9’(G) if K Q L implies that K/Z(K) 2 L/Z(L). We let Z*(G) denote the set of 
maximal elements in 9(G). 
We say that K is standard in G if [K, Kg] # 1 for all g E G and 
j Co(K) n C,(K)Q / is odd for all g E G - N,(K). A major consequence of the 
B(G) Property is the Component Theorem of Aschbacher [2, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Component Theorem). Let G be a$nite group with O(G) = 
(1). Suppose that A E 9*(G). Then one of the following holds: 
(1) A a G or A C Kl * K, a G with K,/Z(K,) s A/Z(A). 
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(2) A is standard in G. 
(3) A has 2-rank I. 
M’e shall make heavy use in the sequel of the following corollary to the 
Component Theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G be a$nite group with F*(G) quasi-simple. Let T(, be a 
2-subgroup of G and K a component of C,(T,,) with K/Z(K) not isomorphic to A, 
or to PSL(2, q) for any odd q. Then there exists a chain 
K =L,,L1,L, ,..., L,-.l,L,, =F”(G) 
satisfying: 
(1) If L, =m Li , then i == j. 
(2) Li is a component of C,( T,) for some 2-subgroup Ti of G. 
(3) There is a 2-element si of lv,J Ti) with s,” E Ti and Lip1 a component of 
G((Ti > St>). 
(4) Lie1 CL,(L,)“, =z ((Li_JL(co’~+ 
(5) One of the following holds for each i: 
(a) Li # (L#J; L,/Z(L,) z Li -,/Z(Li-,). 
(b) Li = (Lj)st; Lie,Z(LJ/Z(Li) z’s tandard in (L, , si)/Z(Li). 
Proof. A slightly stronger result is proved as Corollary 1.4 in [I 11. 
\Ye remark that the brunt of the difficulty in the proof lies in the fact that it 
stems to be impossible to rule out the existence of components K and 1, with 
K #I, and K <I; < K. However the Corollary guarantees the existence of 
some chain through K which never returns to K. 
WC shall also repeatedly make use of the following general results on the 
centralizers of standard components. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a jkite group with F”(G) simple. Let A be a standard 
subgroup ?f G. 
(1) (Aschbacher [3]): If C,(A) has generalized quaternion Sylow 2-sub- 
groups, then F”(G) is a Chevalley group oz’er afield of odd oyder. 
(2) (Finkclstein [lo]): If m,(A) > 1 and C,(A) has cyclic Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of order at least 4, then Aut A has an involution t and a normal subgroup I’ 
sf clrut /l(t)lO(C.4llt A(t)) with either V g Z4 OY V _e Zz x Z1 . 
(3) (Aschbacher--S&z [6, 341): Supp ose that A/Z(A) is isomorphic to an 
alternating group 01’ a Chevalley group OY one of the jivst 25 sporadic simple groups. 
Suppose also that m,(C,(d)) 2: 2. Th en a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(A) is isomorphic 
to L, i: L, . Either A E An for some n 2: 5 or one of the following holds: 
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(a) A E L,(4), F*(G) z Suz. 
(b) A c E, L,(4), F*(G) z He, Held’s simple group. 
(c) A gg Sz(8), F*(G) g Ru. 
(d) A z G,(4), F*(G) s .I. 
We shall also make use of the well-known Thompson Transfer Lemma and 
Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem. Other results and properties of groups needed in 
only one section will be listed in the appropriate section. Our notation will be 
standard. 
3. THE GENERAL METHOD 
In this section we shall examine triples (K, 9, G) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. (1) G is a finite group with F*(G) simple. K is a quasi- 
simple group with m,(K) 3 3. 9 is a finite set of quasi-simple groups with 
Z(L) = O(L) for each L E 9. 
(2) If L, E Z’(G) with L, isomorphic to a member of 9, then L, E S*(G) 
and C,(L,) has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. 
(3) Suppose that Kl E P(G) and 2, C Z(K,) with KJZ, z K. Then 
Kl 6 9*(Gl) for 02(G) C G1 C G. If Kl <L, E Z(G), then either there exists 
X, C Z(L,) with L,/X, E Kl or L, is isomorphic to a member of 9 and 
KIO(K,) s K. 
(4) Suppose that Kl < L, E 9*(G) and KJO(K,) s K. 
(a) There exists a 2-local subgroup N of L, with the properties: 
(i) N.(K,)/Z(K,) is not isomorphic to a section of NG(L1) n C,(N). 
(ii) There is no involutory automorphism 01 of a central extension K, 
of Kl such that C cK2,b,(~) is isomorphic to a subgroup of NG(L1) n C,(N). 
(b) Kl is standard in& and 1 C,,t,1(Kl)~2 < 4. 
We shall call any group L, which is isomorphic to a member of 9, a group of 
type 9. We remark that Condition 2 will hold in a minimal counterexample 
to the classification of groups with a standard subgroup of type 9 whenever the 
groups in 9 are of “known” type. Condition 3 amounts to the assumption that 
all standard form problems for K and the descendants of K not of type 9 have 
already been solved. Condition 4 is a fairly mild restriction on the structure of K 
and groups of type 9. If 1 Z(K,)I is even, we may take N = Kl in (4a). 
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DBFISITION 3.2. A K-chain of length m in G is a chain Kl < KC -< .‘. < 
K,,, . . k;,,+, == G such that 
(1 ) K, E 5?(G) for 1 ::; i :< 111. 
(2) Conditions (l))(5) of C‘orollary 2.3 hold for the chain. 
(3) ICI g K. 
Let n. be the maximum length of a K-chain in G. A K-extvewzul pair is a pair 
(K,, ~I ? K,,) from a K-chain of length n. 
LEMRIA 3.3. Suppose that (K,-, , K,,) is a A--e&vernal pair in a group G 
satisfyiq liypothesis 3. I .for K, G and some set 9. Then 
(1) A- ,, ,jO(K, m1) .x A- and I& is isomorphic to a wzember of 2’. 
(2) [f K,, m1 < Y,,, t 9(G) and K,, 1 -i’ I,,, , then I,“& is of type 58’ and 
L, E Y’“(G). 
PFOO& \\‘c are given a chain 
with Ki >z K. By- 3.1(3) we have for all i, 1 +z i ::. 11, that either k;iZi _T= K 
for some Zj C Z(K,) or K, is of type 9 and K,-,/O(KjP,) z K. By the definition 
of a K-chain and the fact that F*(G) is simple, K, is standard in G. Thus by 
3.1(3), K,, is of type 9 and K,_,/O(K,P,) z K. Thus (I) holds. 
Now suppose that K,,_l <L, E Z(G) and K,.., / L, . If L, is of type 9, 
then b!. 3.1(4), L, is standard in G. Thus we may assume that K is isomorphic to 
a homomorphic image of L, . Applying Lemma 2.3 to L,, , we can find a chain 
satisfy-ing conditions (l))(5) of L emma 2.3. As K is isomorphic to a homo- 
morphic image of L,, , we have n + 1 --: r. Thus the composite chain 
has length I’ ~ 1 ;> n. Moreover this chain satisfies every condition of Lemma 2.3 
except possibly condition (1). Thus by the maximal choice of n, condition (I) 
does fail for this chain. As K, j- Kj for i / j and Lj f Lj for i + j, we must 
have K, := I,, for some i, j. If i =-= n ~ 1, then j :s n + 1. As / K,,+, I : i 
/Lj, 2 Lj : j K,. 1 1, equality holds. If i < n - I, then Kf I :.< 
1 K+l -:: ~ L, -= [ K, / and again, equality holds. Thus either L, ~I , K,_, or 
I&Z , k-+r are successive terms in our composite chain with both terms 
isomorphic to K. 
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Thus we are led to consider a chain J < K < L with K and L satisfying 
Hypothesis 3.1, with J E K and with T # (1) a 2-subgroup of C,(K), 
w E N,(T) with w2 = 1 and 
K x Kw IiL(C,(T)), J = CKm-(w). 
Let t EZ(C,(L)) and let N be a 2-local subgroup of K satisfying Hypothesis 
3.1(4). Let Q = O,(N), M = ((KW)L(C~(Q))). By the L-Balance Theorem and 
3.1(3), either M is of type 2 or M is a product of components each isomorphic 
to a central extension of K. 
Suppose that M is of type P’. Then N,(M) n C,(K’“) contains A-. This 
contradicts 3.1(4a). Th us M is a product of components each isomorphic to a 
central extension of K. Moreover, if n EN normalizes some component of M, 
then n centralizes that component. It follows that K* = ((KW)L(CG(N))) C C,(N) 
is a product of components of L(C,(N)) each isomorphic to a central extension 
of K. If t permutes two components of K*, then N,(L) n C,(K) has a section 
isomorphic to NZ(K)/Z(K), contradicting 3.1(4a). Thus t normalizes each 
component of K*. But if K, is such a component, then CcKt,t>(t) c XG(L) n 
C,(K), violating 3.1(4a). This proves Lemma 3.3. 
Notation 3.4. We fix a K-extremal pair (K, L) with / CG(L)j2 maximal. Let 
(to) E Syl,(C,(L)), t EZ((~,)) and u eZ(Cc((K, t)) - C,(L)) If possible, pick 
u EL. 
For s EZ(G), let K(C,(s)) denote the product of all normal subgroups of C,(s) 
which are isomorphic to K. 
We consider conditions which will guarantee the validity of the following key 
hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.5. Hypothesis 3.1 holds and K = K(CG(u)). 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume Hypothesis 3.1. Either of the following conditions will 
guarantee that K = K(C,(u)): 
(1) UEK. 
(2) (a) If L, E z(G) is of type =.Y, then 1 AutLr : L, 1 < 2 = j C,(L,)~, . 
(b) u E G(<u, 9)‘. 
Proof. Suppose first that K $ L(C,(u)). Then by Lemma 3.3(2), KC L, 4 
C,(U) with L, of type 2. As 1 Z(L,)l is odd by 3.1, zl$ L, . Thus u $ K, so case (2) 
holds. As 1 C,(L,)I, = 2, (u) E Syl,(C,(L,)). As / AutL, : L, 1 < 2, a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,(u)/L,C,((L, , u)) = C h as order at most 4 and $ is central in C. 
Thus C has a normal 2-complement and u + C,(U)‘. But u E C,((u, t))’ by 
hypothesis, a contradiction. 
Thus K (1L(C,(u)). Write K(C,(u)) = KK, with KI aL(Cc(u)), K n 
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KI (7 Z(K). As t normalizes K, C C,(K), the argument of Lemma 3.3 shows that 
KI 5 Z(K), i.e., K .== K(C,(u)). 
DI;FISITION 3.7. Y is the set of all pairs (u, UU) satisfying: 
(1) Z’ EI(<K, u‘ - Z(K)) 
(2) i C,(o)!, is maximal subject to (1) 
(3) UC t uL. 
Our aim is to establish the following condition. 
H\-IWTIII:SIS 3.8. Hypothesis 3.5 hoids and 
(I) J 1 is invariant under C,(u). 
(2) C,,(u) c: x(;(L). 
LF.zrM:l 3.9. Assume IIypothesis 3.5. Let R E Syl,(K). The follozcing con- 
ditions su@ce to ce~if?’ IIFpothesis 3.8: 
(1) 2& n I,- 2 for some 4-subgroup <u, 2: ) zuith v E (K. u’- - Z(K) 
and i t,“x(e) z maximal subject to this, i.e., 9 yi- L . 
(2) C’,-(u) contains all (Aut K)-fusion qf 4-subgroups (u, 71, with c E 
(K, u - Z(K) and CI;(z!)iz maximal subject to this, i.e., Y‘ is (Aut K)-invnriunt. 
(3) r, (K(C,(u)), K(C,(uv))) for all (u, UU) E ,9-‘. 
I+oaf. Suppose that (u, uv) E i/ -, g E C,(U) and (u, u+) $ %“. Since Kg C,(U), 
c:q E I(h? - Z(K)) and I CK(~“):2 : 1 C,(v)l, . But g induces an clement of Aut K 
on K, whtnce (u, ua) E Y ‘. Thus Hypothesis 3.8(l) holds. 
Iiow let g E C,,(U). B\- (‘ondition 3, 
I,” =-= <K(C,;(u))“, K(C,(uv))~‘: 
= (K(C,;(u)), K(C,(uv~))\ --~ I,, 
since (u, UG) E J”. ‘L’hus Hypothesis 3.8(2) holds as well. 
LEXIM~ 3.10. Let SE Syl,(C,(u)), R = S n K. Condition 1 of Lemma 3.9 
is n con.sequenre of any one of the following conditions: 
(1) I(R)C 
(2) S -== R x (u,~ and & n Z(R) + i” fw ~11 v EI(R). 
(3) s $ S&,(L), Z(S) C (R, U) and Z(S) n Z(K) = (u). 
(4) s E S$,(iV,(K)), S 6 &J,(L), Z(S) C R x C,(K) and iL’,(R) n I\,(K) 
is tsnnsitire on Z(C,(K))“. 
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Proof. In case (I), clearly V # o . In case (2), Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem 
guarantees that V # ia. In case (3) or (4) let S < T E Syl,(L) and let w E 
NT(S) - S. Then u # uw E <Z(R), C,(K)). In case (3), as Z(S) n Z(K) = (u), 
UZP E (K, u) - Z(K) whence (u, ZP) E V. In case (4), as K is standard in L, 
C,(K)?I‘ n C,(K) = (1). Thus uW q! Z(C,(K)). If uw E Z(R), then (u, uw) E -tr. 
If ZP = zlul with 2, E Z(R)#, ur E Z(C,(K))#, let h E N,(R) n N,(K) with 
Ul 7L = u. Then (zluJh = zlhu E (Z(R), u) and (u, uWh) E 9’“. 
LEMMA 3.11. Condition 3 of Lemma 3.9 is a consequence of the following 
assumptions: 
(1) If Kl/Zl g K for some Z, C Z(K,) and KI C L(C,(W)) for some 
w E I(No(L)), then KI is standard in (L, w). 
(2) Suppose L, is a simple group which is isomorphic to a section of L. Suppose 
also that Aut L, has a standard subgroup KI z K with mz(C,,t L,(KI)) 3 
m,(C,(K)). Then L, s L. 
Proof. Let (u, UV) E Y”, KI = K(Co(uv)) and H = (K, KI). If KI C No(K), 
then KI C K(C,(u)) = K, which is not the case. Thus K “, H. NOW K is 
standard in (H, u). Thus either (KH)/O((KH)) = L, is simple and K is standard 
in (L, u> or (KH) = L,L,” with L,/Z, G K for some Z, C Z(L). In the former 
case, L, z L by (2). Thus H = L, = L. In the latter case L, is standard in L 
by (1) contradicting [L, , L,“] = 1. 
We now consider some conditions which in conjunction with Hypothesis 3.8 
will yield a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.12. Assume Hypothesis 3.8 and Condition 1 below. Either of 
Condition (2) or (3) will yield a contradiction: 
(I) Let u1 cI(No(L)) with 02*2’(C,(u,)) . zsomorphic to a subgroup of C,(u). 
Let S, E Syl,(C,((u, , t)). Then Q,(S, n Z(C,((u, , t)))) = (ul, t). AZso 
IAutL:LI <2. 
(2) L = Aut L and w E CL(w)’ for all w E I(L). Also I(C,(K)) C uL. 
(3) tG n c&u, 0) f @I. 
Proof. Let T E Syl,(C,(t)). Suppose that tg E Co((u, t)) - {t}. Let ur = 
z&l E No(L). Then 
02’2’(CL(U1)) c 02,2’(c,(ul)) c o=‘(No(L+)) c Lg+. 
Thus Oa*a’(C,(u,)) is a subgroup of C,.g-‘(ug-‘). Let S, E Syl,(C,((u, , t})) with 
(u, t, to-l) C S, . Then by Condition 1, (ur , t) = Q,(S, n Z(C,((u, , t)))). As 
tg-l E Q,(S, n Z(C,((u, , t}))), we have 6-l = uIt. Thus t = utg. Hence 
to n C,((u, t)) = {t, ut}. However, as u $Z(L), there exists h EL with 
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ok E C,(U) - {u>, by Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem. But then u”t (ut)” E 
(tC n C,((U, t))) - {t, ut}, a contradiction. 
Thus tG n C,((u, t>) -= {t}. Suppose that T C T1 E Syl,(G). Let .I’ t
NT,(T) - T. Then tS E Z(T) - (t} C C,((u, t>) - {t>, a contradiction. Thus 
T E Syl,(G). Also Condition 2 holds. Thus T = T1 x Q where 7; 7’ n L 
and Q is cyclic. Moreover t $ C,(t)‘. Th us t” n T1 z o. It follows by the 
Thompson Transfer Lemma that T1 E Syl,(02(G)). n’ow CT1(K) contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(K) and I(CT1(K)) (T uL. Thus K is standard in W(G), 
contrary to Hypothesis 3. I(3). 
LEMMA 3.13. Condition (3) of Lemma 3.12 holds if t $2*(G) arlrl j& all 
w E I(Aut L), uL n C,(W) = I:*. 
Proof. Let T E Syl,(C,(t)). If t $2*(G), then by Glauberman’s Zx-‘Iheorcm, 
there exists t, E (t” n T) - {t}. As T n Q,(C,(L)) = (t;:, t, induces an invol- 
utory automorphism, w, on L. Thus ~12 E C,(t,) for some h EL. Then ffml E 
(to n C,((u, tj)) - (t}. 
It follows from Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13 that if the necessary properties of K 
and L are verified, we can contradict the existence of G. In the ensuing sections 
we shall illustrate this method for several sporadic simple groups. 
4. THE ~L~ETHOD APPLIED 
In this section we prove the following two results. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite gyoup with O(G) = (I j having a staltdard 
subgroup L with I Z(L): odd and L/Z(L) isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
(1) Suzuki’s group, SW. 
(2) A group of O’ilian-Sims type. 
(3) il group of F, type. 
(4) ,4 proper covering group of G,(4). 
(5) Conway’s group .I 
Then L C L,Lz 4 G with L, E L and Li -2 L,Lz for i ~~ I, 2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a jinite group with O(G) -: (1) having a standard 
subgroup L of F1 or F, type. Assume that ;f H is a simple section of G having a 
standard subgroup K with i Z(K)1 even and with K/Z(K) g 2E,(2) 01 K/Z(K) of 
F, type, then H is of Fg OY F1 type respectively. Then L CL,L, 4 G with L, z I. 
andLi(lLIL,fori = 1, 2. 
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We first catalogue the properties of these groups which we shall need. Almost 
all of the information which we need is contained in [18] and in the papers [5, 61 
of Aschbacher and Seitz. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let K be a quasi-simple group with K/Z(K) z L,(4). Let 
K 4 (K, a) with (Ye = 1, (Y $ Z((K, CX)). The following properties are true: - 
(1) If 01 induces an inner automorphism of K, then CK(a) has 2-rank at least 3 
and if C,(a) has 2-rank 3, then O,(K) has exponent 4. 
(2) If CL induces an outer automorphism of K, then one of the following holds: 
(a) C,(a) is non-solvable. 
(b) CcK,Ja) has a Sylow 2-subgroup of exponent 4 and 2-rank 3. 
(c) C&a) has non-abeZian Sylow 2-subgroups. 
(4 mz(C~~,&N = 4. 
(3) If O,(K) g &and u E I(Z(K)), u1 E I(K - (u}), thenI = {u} u-u,~. 
(4) If 01 centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of K, then 01 induces an inner 
automorphism of K. 
(5) If O,(K) = (l), then K has a 2-ZocaE subgroup N with / N I2 = 1 K I2 
and Z(N) = Z(K). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 of [18], if O,(K) is eIementary, then every 
involution of K lies in an elementary subgroup of rank 4 + m(O,(K)). By 
Proposition 2.1 of [18], if R E Syl,(K), Z = R n Z(K) and x = Z(R/Z), then 
the inverse image of x in R is abelian of rank 2 + m(Z). As every element of 
order 2 in R/Z is conjugate to an element of x, (1) holds. 
By Proposition 2.2 of [18], if 01 induces a graph or field automorphism of K, 
then C,(a) is nonsolvable. If O,(K) has 2-rank 2 and 01 induces a unitary 
automorphism of K, then mz(C,,,,,(,)) = 4. If O,(K) is cyclic, then C,(a) z Qs 
or e, x 7,. Thus (2) holds. 
Suppose that O,(K) g B, . As K/O,(K) h as one class of involutions, K has at 
most three classes of involutions with representatives u, ui , uui . By Proposition 
2.3 of [IS], ui is not 2-central in K. Thus ui N uur in K, proving (3). 
By Proposition 2.2 of [18], if 01 induces an outer automorphism of K, then 
I C~,m&h < 8, proving (4). 
For (5), we may take N = No(R) for R E Syl,(K), since by Burnside’s 
Theorem, N is transitive on Z(R)# and by Proposition 2.3 of [18], C,(R) = 
Z(R) Z(K). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let L be a quasi-simple group with L/O(L) z Suz. Let L, = Aut L, 
L = InnL. 
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(I) IL,:InnL 1 2. 
(2) L, has four classes of i~laolutions: uL CL, vL C-I,, wlL, wSL, 
(3) u is not 2-central. CL(U) ~ (K i< L’)(x,, zuith K s L,(4), l,’ g E, , 
(C;,X)~ D, ,~:inducing a unitary automoyphism ofk'. CL(K)= A, e CAutL(K). 
(4) v is 2-central. Oz(C~(ti)) is estva-special of ordes 2;. CL(%)/O,(C,(F)) z 
9 m(6, 2) acts iu,educibb on 02(CL(8))i/~: . 
(5) q and u+ are outer and not 2-central. C,(w,) 2: Aut HJ; CL(wz) z 
Am iUrrz . 
(6) For all s EI(L,,), Z(CcL.,-,(~)) : (s, . 
(7) uL n C,(w,) ,- I i .for i t {I, 2). 
(8) Let a E Syl,(K), sr : iVE(Z?). Then CL,)(N) ~: C,O(K) : -3,. 
Proof. lllost of the facts in (I)-(5) are found in (I 6.5) of [6]. We need onI> 
add that Q-(6,2) clearly must act irreducibly on 02(CL(z’))/(i’,, . Fact 6 is imme- 
diate from (3)-(5). It is known that CL(u),) has an involution U, with 
L(C,((u, , zu;;)) E A,. By the I,-Ualance Theorem, L(Cs,(ui)) + (1, . Thus 
ui E z&. This proves (7). Ry 4.3(5), C,,(-q) n iv,> (K) = C,,(x) g -4 L . Thus 
C,o(<~~, ii,)) : CT for each @r E l,‘*. Hence C,,JN) g il, or A,. We suppose 
the latter and let f E CLO(!v) of order 5. Let z! E Z(R)+. Then z’ IS a 2-central 
involution and ( Cz((F, f >)I2 G,: 2”. A s a subgroup of order 5 is self-centralizing 
in 0 (4, 2) == S, , CE((a,.f:;) is isomorphic to a subgroup of L, x GL(2, 3), 
a contradiction. This proves (8). 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let L be a quasi-simple group with L : L/O(L) of O’iL7an- 
Sims type. Let L, = Aut L. 
(I) /L,:InnL i -:< 2. 
(2) L has one class of involutions, uL, with C,(u) = K(.+, Z(k) cyclic of 
order 4, g/Z(R) z L,(4), x of order 2 inverting Z(R) and inducing a unitary 
automorphism on K/Z(K). 
(3) If L, + InnL, then LO-Inn L has one class of involutions, zcL, with 
C,(w) g J1. 
(4) ir;, =2!‘.33.5.78.11. 19.31. 
Remark. These properties are found in [25]. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let G be a finite group with O(G) (I> having a standard 
subgroup K with K/Z(K) g- L,(2”), n ;: 2, Sux OY He. If K/Z(K) c SW, assume 
that 1 Z(K)1 is even. Then one of the follozcing holds: 
(1) KC K,K, :g G with Kj Q k;K, , Ki g K. 
(2) K s L,(2”), K’f E L3(2z1L) and C,;(K) .e Zz . 
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(3) K gg L,(4) and (KG) g SW. 
(4) Z(K) E E4, K/Z(K) E L,(4) and (KG) s He. 
(5) Z(K) s Z, , K/Z(K) g L,(4) and (KG) is of O’Nun-Sims type. 
In particular, if F*(G) is simple, there is no t eI(Aut G) and L 4 C,(t) with 
L/Z(L) g Suz or L/Z(L) of O’Nan-Sims type. 
Proof. These results are due to Nah [24], Seitz [28], O’Nan [25], Griess and 
Solomon [lg] and Finkelstein and Solomon [Ill. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let L be a simple group of F, type, L, = Aut L. 
(1) I AutL: InnL 1 < 2. 
(2) L has two classes of involutions: uL and z+. 
(3) u is not 2-central. C,(U) = K(x), where K is a perfect 2-fold covering 
group of His, x2 = 1 and K(zc)/Z(K) G Aut His. C,(K) = (u). IfL # Aut L, 
then C Aut L(K) is cyclic of order 4 and is inverted by X. 
(4) u is 2-central. O,(C,(v)) is extra-special of order 2s. C,(V)/O,(C,(V)) g 
A, 2 Y& , acting irreducibly of O,(C,(v))/(v). Z(CAUt L(~)) = (v). 
(5) If Aut L # Inn L, then Aut L - Inn L has one class of involutions, wL, 
with C,(w) G S,, . 
(6) uL n C,(W) f 0. 
(7) (L j = 214 . 36 . 56 . 7 . 11 . 19. 
Remark. The properties listed above may all be found in [20]. In particular, 
if Aut L # Inn L, then Aut L 2 S,, and if wr , w2 are commuting transpositions 
in s12 , then wi E wL and wlwz E uL n C,(w,). 
LEMMA 4.8. Let K = His, i? = K/Z(K), K, = Aut K. 
(1) R has two classes of involutions ulL and vrL. C,(uJ z Zz x Aut A, ; 
C,(4’O,(Wd> = s, and I O,(C&d>/ = 2. 
(2) Aut K - Inn K has two classes of involutions wlL and wzL. C,(w,) s S, . 
C~(wp>/O,(C~(w,>) g &and O,(CE(w,)) g I&. I C$(w,)I = 27 < 2g = 1 R 12. 
(3) m,(K) > 3. 
Proof. Facts 1 and 2 may be found in Section 12 of [6]. As ur is not a square 
in R, every involution of E(CK(ur)) is 2-central. R has a transitive representation 
of degree 100 and vr fixes exactly 8 points. Thus vr lifts to an involution in 
K C &,, . Thus E(CK(ul)) lifts to Z, x A, , proving (3). 
THEOREM 4.9. Let G be a finite group with O(G) = (1) having a standard 
subgroup K with K/Z(K) s His. Then one of the following holds: 
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(I) KcKlK~;3GmirhK,~Kk;K,,Ki~ K. 
(2) K s I?iS and (K”) is of type F, . 
Proof. This is a consequence of the main theorems of [20, 301. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let K --- G.,(4), K,) Aut K. Let I? be a perfect 2-fold row%zg 
group, c’,(4), of G,(4). 
(1) I K,: Inn K := 2. 
(2) K has two classes of involutions aK and hK, -where a is a long root imolution, 
b a short root involution.. 
(3) C,(a)/O,(C,-(a)) G SL(2, 4) g C,(b)jO,(C,(b)). If K E Syl,(K), then 
Z(K)” c UK. If a E Z(R), then Z(X) :- Z(C’,(a)) s E4. C,(a) _m C;(a)‘. 
O&C,(b)) is elementaq~. Seither C,(a) nay C,-(b) h as a normal subgroup isomorphic 
to n, OY n, x n, . 
(4) K,, - Inn K has one class of involutions, ~~0, with C,(c) =-= G,(2) -z 
Aut U&3). 
(5) ; G,(2)1 =- 2” 3:’ 7. ’ G,(4)1 -: 2r2 3”. 5 7 13. 
(6) The subgroup H of A’ generated bv the long root subgroups is isomorphic 
to SL(3, 4). If r E Z(H) of order 3, then II ~.~ C,(r). Also rK n C,(c) 7’ . The 
inverse image I? of H is i? is a perfect 6-fold covering gvoup of PSL(3, 4). 
(7) b lifts to an element qf order 4 in I?. 
(8) If r1 E K of ordeer 3, then CK(rl) is nonsolvable. 
Proof. Facts (I) and (4) are in (19.2) of [5]. Fact (2) and most of (3) are in 
(18.4) of [5]. The fact that Z(R) :- Z(C,(a)) g E4 may be deduced from the 
defining commutator relations, given in (3.1) of [31]. As O,(C,(b)) is elementary, 
C,(b) has no normal subgroup isomorphic to ,& or Z, x Z,. Suppose 7’11 CK(a) 
with T s i2, or & x iz, . As Z(C,(a)) z E, , C,(T) “3 C,(a) with C,(a) : 
C,.(T) = 2” ;:- I. But C,(a) = CK(a)‘, a contradiction. This proves (3). 
Fact 5 is well known, Generators arc relations for I? are given in Chapter I of [15]. 
From these, (7) is immediate and it is easily checked that the inverse images in & 
of the long root subgroups generate a perfect 6-fold covering group of PSL(3, 4). 
In particular, assf,f,.,,s(l, W) -/~ I for w E GF(4) - {0, I$ and Y, s long roots inclined 
at 120” to each other, the extension of Z, by SL(3, 4) is nonsplit in f. From [7], 
we see that C,(Y) == H. As C=,(2)/, = I G,(4)i:, , rK n C,(c) -: Thus 
Fact (6) holds. Fact (8) may be found in [7]. 
(2) L has three classes of involutions uL, vL, zS 
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(3) C,(u) = (K x U)(x) where K s G,(4), U g E, , x2 = 1, K(x) z 
Aut G,(4) and U{x) g D, . Also C,.(K) g A, . u is not 2-central. 
(4) v is 2-central. O,(C,(v)) is extra-special of order 29. C,(v)/O,(C,(v)) G 
9+(8, 2) acting irreducibly on O,(CL(v))/(v). 
(5) w is not 2-central. Os(C,(w)) g Esn . C,(w)/O,(C,(w)) s Aut Ml, 
acting indecomposably on O,(C,(w)) and irreducibZy on O,(C,(w))/(w). 
(6) Let R E Syl,(K), N = N,(R). Then C,(N) = C,(K) z A,. 
Proof. Most of the information in (l)-(5) is in (16.8) of [6]. As the involutions 
of C are L-conjugate and K(x) s Aut K, it follows that C,(K) z A,. If 
E = O,(C,(w)), then N,(E) is a splitting extension of E by Mz4, the so-called 
Conway module. Fact 5 now follows from well-known properties of this module. 
Finally, we consider (6). By Lemma 4.10 and Burnside’s lemma, C,(N) = (1). 
Thus C,(N) n C,(U) = U f or each u E U# and C,(N) n Nt( U) g A, . Thus 
either C’,(,V) s A, or A, . Suppose that Y E C,(N) of order 5. We may assume 
that Y E C,(v) for some 2-central involution v of L with 212 1 ) Ct((r, v))l. Then 
clearly r has exactly one Jordan block and C,((r, v))/O,(C,((r, v))) is isomorphic 
to iz, x Z, x GL(4,2). Also / O,(C,((r, r~))l = 25. But then I C,((r, v))ie = 2r1, 
a contradiction. Hence C,(N) g A,, proving (6). 
THEOREM 4.12. Let G be a finite group with O(G) = (1) having a standard 
subgroup K with K/Z(K) z G,(2”) for some n > 2. Then one of the following 
holds : 
(1) K5K,K,4GwithKi(1K,K,,KirK. 
(2) Kg G,(2”), (KG) g G,(22”) and C,(K) z Zz. 
(3) K s G,(4) and (KG) g .l. 
Proof. By [6, 341, we may assume that C,(K) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups 
and by Yamada [32], we may assume that n = 2 = 1 Z(K)~. By 4.10(3) and 
Theorem 2.4(2), Z(K) E Syl,(C,(K)). Let Z(K) = (t>. By Glauberman’s 
Z*-Theorem, tG n C,(t) f {t). Using th e notation of Lemma 4.10, we have 
g E G with either tg E aK or tg E cK. In particular, by 4.10(6), there exists Y E C&tg) 
of order 3 with C,(r) a perfect 6-fold covering group of L,(4). It follows that C,(r) 
is a standard subgroup of C,(Y). Th en by Theorem 4.6, t E Z*(C,(r)). Thus 
C,((r, tg;) is 2-nilpotent, since to induces a unitary automorphism on C,(r). 
But C&Y) is nonsolvable by 4.10(8), a contradiction. This proves Theorem 4.12. 
DEFIWTION 4.13. Let L be a simple group of type F, . 
(1) L = Aut L. The Schur multiplier of L has order at most 2. If 
i/Z(L) g L, then m,(i) 3 3. 
(2) L has four classes of involutions: uL, oL, wlL, w2L. 
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(3) u is not 2-central. C,(U) .= K~:s) with K a perfect 2-fold covering 
group of 2E,(2) and K(s>/(u) g Aut V&(2). 
(4) ZI is 2-central. O,(C,(z)) is extra-special of order 2”” and C,-(e,)j 
O,(C,(v)) s .2 acting irreducibly on O,(C,(a))/(v>. 
(5) wr is not 2-central. C1-(zu) -= (Kr X H/l)<.vl: with km - F,(2), 
WI z ES , xl2 1. 1 and ( W, , ,x1> s D8 . W, -~ ;wl: C z&. 
(6) w, is not ‘-central. CL(wg)/Oe(C1,(~J) 2: O,‘(2). CL(z+) n II/- -1 
and (wz) = Z(C,(ze,)). 
Remark. Most of these facts are explicitly listed in (I 5.3) of [6]. In particular, 
by 15.3(3), we may pick zc, E C,(U). If i/Z(L) s L, then L contains a copy of .2, 
m,(i) > 3. 
DEFINITION 4.14. Let L be a simple group of type Fl . 
(1) L = Aut1,. 
(2) L has two classes of involutions: z&, z+. 
(3) u is not 2-central. C,(U) is a perfect 2-fold covering group of a group 
of type FZ . 
(4) O,(C,(v)) is extra-special of order 2 as and C1~(7;)/0,(C,(a)) 2~ .I 1 acting 
irreducibly on O,(CJv))/\ 2' 
(5) IL1 L2.1(i-3**.5!‘-7’i.]l*. [‘j”.]7. 19.23-31 .4] .47.59.7], 
LEMMA 4.15. I,et K == “B,(2), Zc ~- z&(2), K,, = Aut K. 
(I) ! K,,: Inn S, 2 and m2(R) ;5 3. 
(2) A’ has three classes of imolutions: nK, hK, ch-. 
(3) C,(a) inaolces SL’(6, 2). C,(b) involzses Sp(6, 2) and 0,(Ch-(c))f~z;t~2~ull,t 
admits S, x S, . 
(4) K,, -- Inn K has IZCO clusses of involutions: dtio, eKtj. 
(5) C,.(d) gg I;,(2) and CK(e) c CF,ca,(t)for t a 2- central inwhrtrriu f$F.,(2). 
In particular, C,-(e) ineolces Sp(6, 2). :Vrither d nor r is 2-centml in K ti 
Proof. -4s 2 contains a copy of SU(6, 2), nz,(6) 3 3. Facts (2))(5) may be 
deduced from (13.1), (14.1) (14.3) and (19.9) of [5]. In particular as F,(2) 2 2”1 
and 1 *&(2)(, :- _ 736, neither d nor e is 2-central in R/d,. 
THEOREM 4.16. Let G be a finite group with F*(G) quasi-simple hazYng a 
subgroup K with Z(K) C Z(G), 1 Z(K)1 = 2 and KZ(G)/Z(G) standuvd in G/Z(G). 
Zf K/Z(K) .E 3E,(2), then K =~- F”(G). 
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Proof. By Seitz [29], F*(G)/Z(G) g 2E,(2) or E,(4). Since the Schur 
multiplier of E,(4) has order three, the former case holds. 
Remark. Using Theorem 4.15, we see that if G is a minimal counter- 
example to Theorem 4.2 and H is a quasi-simple section of G with KC H, 
1 Z(K)1 = 2, K/Z(K) z 2E,(2) or K/Z(K) of F, type and KZ(H)/Z(H) standard 
in H/Z(H), then either H/Z(H) e 2E,(2) or H/Z(H) is of F, or Fl type. 
With this information in hand we are ready to begin checking the conditions 
for Hypotheses 3.1, 3.5 and 3.8. We apologize in advance for certain “abuse of 
notation” in the use of the letters K and L. We begin by fixing G as a minimal 
counterexample to either Theorem 4.1 or Theorem 4.2. We let L be a standard 
subgroup of G of “type L” with Z(L) = O(L). We let K be a standard subgroup 
of L conforming to the notation of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.11 and Definitions 4.5, 
4.7, 4.13 and 4.14. 
LEMMA 4.17. Hypothesis 3.1(l) hoZ& j G:F*(G)] < 2. 
Proof. A standard argument using the L-Balance Theorem shows that F*(G) 
is simple 1 G: F*(G)1 < 2. By Lemmas 4.3(l), 4.8(3) and 4.15(l) and Definition 
4.13(l), m,(K) > 3 or Kg G,(4). By Lemma 4.10(6), X(3,4) C G,(4). Thus 
by Lemma 4.3(l), m,(G,(4)) > 3. 
LEMMA 4.18. Hypothesis 3.1(2) holds. If L, z .l, then 1 C,(L,)J, = 2. 
Proof. By minimality of G, if& E z(G) with L, of type L, then L, E 9*(G). 
As m,(L,) > 3, it follows by Theorem 2.2 that L, is standard in G. Now by 
Theorem 2.4(1,3), C,(L,) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. By Lemma 4.11, if 
L, E .l and s EI(Aut L,), then O(C,(s)) = (1) and any abelian normal sub- 
group of C,(s) is elementary. Thus by Theorem 2.4(2), / C,(L)l, = 2. 
LEMMA 4.19. Hypothesis 3.1(3) holds. 
Proof. The argument is uniform in all cases, but is perhaps more transparent 
when illustrated in a particular case. We shall argue in the most complicated 
case, i.e., when K/Z(K) E L,(4). 
We have Kl E 5?(G), Z, CZ(K,) with KJZ, g K. Suppose that F*(G) c 
G, C G with Kl E 2*(G,). Then GI is known by Theorem 4.6, and in particular, 
there is no L E s(G) with L/Z(L) z Suz or L/Z(L) of O’Nan-Sims type. This 
contradicts our assumptions. Thus Kl $ T*(G,). 
Suppose that Kl <L, E z(G) with L,/Z(L,) E K,/Z(K,). We may apply 
Corollary 2.3 with L, in place of G, Kl in place of K to deduce that there exists a 
chain 
Kl, K2 ,..., K-, , Kn = L, 
satisfying Conditions (l)-(5) of Corollary 2.3. As L,(Z(L,) g K,/Z(K,) there 
exists i > 2 with K,-,/Z(K,_,) g L,(4) and si a 2-element of N,(K,) such that 
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Kim,Z(Ki)/Z(Ki) is standard in <& , Q/Z(K& By Theorem 4.6, KJZ(KJ is 
isomorphic to L,(16), Suz, He or K,/Z(K,) is of O’Nan-Sims type. Repeating 
this argument and using the minimality of G, wc conclude that L,/Z(L,) is 
isomorphic to L3(24) for some n > 4, Suz or He or L,/Z(L,) is of O’Nan-Sims 
type. \Ve now apply C’orollary 2.3 with L, in place of K, to deduce that there 
exists a chain 
I,, , L, ,..., L,,+, , L, = F*(G) 
satisfying Conditions (l)-(5) of C orollary 2.3. AsF*(G) is simple,L,-, is standard 
in G. Thus by Theorem 4.6, L,-, is not isomorphic to L,(2”) for any n > 4 and 
L,-, c$ He. Moreover if L,p,/Z(L,p,) E SW, then Z(L,-,)~ is odd. We con- 
clude that 1 Z(L,-,)I is odd and either L,,+l/‘Z(L,. 1) e Suz or L, ,/Z(L,-,) is of 
O’Kan-Sims type. As L,-, is standard in G, [L,_r , (L,-$1 + (I > for all 6 E G. 
Thus Condition (5b) of C’orollary 2.3 must hold when i = n - 1, if n - I > 1. 
But them L,+,/Z(Lnp,) z L,(4), contrary to the fact that ( L,/Z(L,)( > 1 L,(4);. 
Thus n = 2, i.e., L, E Y*(G) and L,/Z(L,) z SW with / Z(L,)l odd or L,/Z(L,) 
is of O’Nan-Sims type. This verifies Hypothesis 3.1(3) in the cast 
K/Z(K) .G L,(4). Cl _1 early the other cases follow in the same way-. 
LEMMA 4.20. Hypotheses 3. I holds. *qlso ifL,‘O(L) g Suz, then 1 C,(L)/, 2. 
Pyoof. It remains to verify Condition 3.1(4). Condition (4b) is immediate 
from Lemmas 4.4(3) and 4.1 l(3) and Definitions 4.5(2), 4.7(3), 4.13(3) and 
4.14(3). Indeed we list below CAut,(K) for each case: 
L K c Aut L(K) 
Now C,(L) 4 A;,(L) n C,(K) and C,,(L) h as cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. Thus 
C,(L) is solvable. -4s n;;(L) n C,(K)/C,(L) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
C A,,t L(K), I\;c,(L) n C,(K) is solvable of 2-rank 1 + m&C,(K)) cc: 3. By 
Lemmas 4.8 and 4.10 and Definition 4.13, if 01 is an involutory automorphism 
of a central extension K, of K, then either C,%(a) is nonsolvable or K,/Z(K,) E 
L,(4) or 2E,(2). &Ioreover, by Lemma 4.15, if K,/Z(K,) g “E,(2), then Op(CKs(cy)) 
faithfully admits S, x S, A Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(L) n C,(K) s Z, X 72,,, 
for some n > 2, if L is of type F, . No subgroup of this 2-group faithfully admits 
s, x s, . Thus if Condition (4~) does not hold, then K/Z(K) g L,(4). By 
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Lemma 4.3(1,2), if K,/Z(K,) s L,(4) an d 01 induces an involutory automorphism 
of K, with CcK,,a>(~) solvable of 2-rank <3, then one of the following holds: 
(1) CKz(a) has non-abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. 
(2) VZ,(C,,~~,(~)) = 3 and CK2(~) has Sylow 2-subgroups of exponent 4. 
As N,(L) n C,(K) CL&(L), N,(L) n C,(K) has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. 
It remains for us to check (4a). If 1 Z(K)1 is even, we may take N = K. Then 
(4ai) is trivial, since N,(L) n C,(K) is solvable. If L/O(L) z Sux or .I, we let 
R E Syl,(K), N = N,(R). Th en by Lemmas 4.4(8) and 4.11(6), C,,,,(N) = 
C Aut dK). Again, as No(L) n G(K) h as abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, (4ai) is 
trivial. Moreover, if Condition (4a) fails, then Condition (2) of the previous 
paragraph holds and m,(N&) n Cc(K)) > 3. ThusL/O(L) z Suz and a Sylow 
2-subgroup of N,(L) n C,(K) is U x <to) where U g E4 and (to) E Syl,(C,(L)) 
As C,*(a) has Sylow 2-subgroup of exponent 4, we shall be done once we show 
that (to) has order 2. By Lemma 4.4, if t, E 1(AutL), then O(C,(t,)) = (1) and 
a normal abelian 2-subgroup of C AUt Jta) is isomorphic to Z, or E4. Thus, 
by Theorem 2.4(a), t, has order 2 and we are done. 
This completes the proof of Hypothesis 3.1. 
As Hypothesis 3.1 holds, we can find a K-extremal pair (K,L) satisfying 
Lemma 3.3 with 1 C&)1, maximal. We adopt the notation of Notation 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.21. Hypothesis 3.5 holds. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, this is true if u E K. Thus we may assume that 
L/O(L) s Suz or .l. By Lemmas 4.4(l) and 4.11(l), 1 AutL: InnL 1 < 2. By 
Lemmas 4.18 and 4.20, I Co(L)\, = 2. By Lemmas 4.4(3) and 4.11(3), u E 
C,((u, t))‘. Thus by Lemma 3.6, Hypothesis 3.5 holds. 
LEMMA 4.22. Condition (1) of Lemma 3.9 holds. 
Proof. Let SE Syl,(C,(u)), R = S n K. By Lemmas 4.3(4), 4.8(2), 4.10(4,5) 
and 4.15(5) and Definition 4.13(l), Z(S) C RC,(K). By Lemmas 4.4(3) and 
4.1 l(3) and Definitions 4.7(3), 4.13(3) and 4.14(3), either S $ Syl,(L) or L/O(L) 
is of O’Nan-Sims type. If L is of type F5 , F, or Fl , then by Definitions 4.7(3), 
4.13(3) and 4.14(3), Z(S) C R and Z(K) = (u). Thus 3.10(3) holds. IfL/O(L) s 
Suz or .l, then by Lemmas 4.4(3) and 4.1 l(3), Z(S) C R x C,(K) and C,(K) is 
transitive on C,(K)#. Thus 3.10(4) holds. Finally if L/O(L) is of O’Nan-Sims 
type, then by Definition 4.5(2), I(R) C z&. Thus 3.10(l) holds. Now by 
Lemma 3.10, Condition 3.9(l) holds. 
LEMMA 4.23. Condition (2) of Lemma 3.9 holds. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.11(3) and Definitions 4.7(3), 4.13(3) and 4.14(3), 
C,(u)/C,(K) s Aut K unless K/Z(K) s L,(4). If K/Z(K) c L,(4) and 
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Z(K) = O(K), then K has one class of involutions and if O,(K) z Z, , then 
K - Z(K) has one class of involutions by Lemma 4.3(3). This proves 3.9(2). 
LEMMA 4.24. Hypothesis 3.8 holds. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.9, 3.11, 4.22 and 4.23, it suffices to verify the two 
conditions of Lemma 3.11. By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.11 and Definitions 4.5, 4.7, 
4.13 and 4.14, if K us Kl E Y(L), then Kl E g*(L). Thus 3.1 l(1) holds. By 
Theorems 4.6,4.9 and 4.12 and the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, if L, is a simple 
group and Kl is a standard subgroup of Aut L, with Kl z K and 
mz(C,,,r,(Kl)) 3 m,(CL(K)), then /L, j = j L 1. Thus if L, is isomorphic to a 
section of L, then L, g L. Thus 3.1 l(2) holds. 
LEMMA 4.25. Condition (1) of Lemnza 3.12 holds. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.4(l) and 4.1 l(1) and Definitions 4.5(l), 4.7(l), 4.13( 1) 
and 4.14(l), / Aut L: L 1 .< 2. Also by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.11 and Definitions 4.5, 
4.7, 4.13 and 4.14, (s) = Z(C,,, L (s)) for all s gI(AutL). Thus Condition (1) 
holds. 
LEMMA 4.26. L E .I. 
Proof. Suppose thatL * .l. We shall show that Condition (3) of Lemma 3.12 
holds. Indeed, this is immediate from Lemma 3.13, Lemma 4.4(2,7) and 
Definitions 4.5(2), 4.7(2,5,6), 4.13(2-6) and 4.14(2). Thus Lemma 3.12 yields a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.27. L F$ .I. 
Proof, Suppose thatL g .l. We shall show that Condition (2) of Lemma 3.12 
holds. By Lemma 4.11 (l), L = Aut L. By Lemma 4.1 I(335), s E CL(s)’ for all 
s EI(L). Finally, by Lemma 4.11(3), I(C,(K)) C u L. Thus Lemma 3.12 yields a 
contradiction. 
As Lemmas 4.26 and 4.27 are mutually contradictory, we have proved 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. In particular, we have proved Theorem 1.4. 
5. THE RUDVALIS CASE 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by handling the case 
where L z Ru, the Rudvalis simple group. It will be convenient to use the full 
strength of the Unbalanced Group Theorem in this section. Thus G will be a 
finite balanced group which is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1 .I. We 
collect the needed properties of Ru and Sx(8). 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let K = S%(8), K,, = Aut K, R E Syl,(K). Let K denote any 
perfect covering group of K. 
(1) R is a special 2-group of order 2‘j with 52,(R) = Z(R) g E, . 
(2) K,, = K(p) with p3 = 1. C&p) = &z(2), aFrobeniusgroup of order 20. 
(3) N,JR)/R is a Frobenius group of order 21 transitively permuting Z(R)#. 
(4) If awl? of order 2, then mz(Cg(,)) > 3 and if mz(Ce(,)) = 3, then 
K = K and CK(a) = R. 
Proof. See [l] for (l)-(3) and the fact that if K is the full covering group of K, 
then Z(K) s E., . Let x E N,(R) of order 7 and suppose that the inverse image 
of &$(R) in K is not elementary. Then every element of &n,(A) - Z(K) has the 
same square zr E Z(K)+. Let z2 EZ(K) - (x1). Then fi/(za) has order 16, 
exponent 4 and only one involution. This is impossible. Thus (4) holds. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let L = Ru. 
(1) L = AutL. 
(2) L has two classes of involutions uL and vL. 
(3) u is not 2-central. C,.(u) = U x K, where U E Ee and K s Sz(8). 
NL(U) = N,(K) = (U x K)(r) were r3=1, (U,r)rA, and <K,r)r h 
Aut &z(8). 
(4) v is 2-central. C,(v)/O,(C,(v)) z S, . v E CL(v)’ and <v> = Z(C,(v)). 
Any normal abelian subgroup of C,(v) is elementary. 
(5) Let r be as in (3). Then r E CL(r)’ and C,(r)/(r) E M,, . 
(6) L has two classes of elements of order 5: hL and f L. C,(h) = RQ where R 
is an extra-special 5-group of order 53, Q g Qe and CL(R) = Z(E). CL(f) E 
E, x A,. 
Proof. See [26]. Note thatI C vL, so that if v E CL(u), then v E CL((u, 0))‘. 
We also need the following elementary consequences of [13] and [19]. 
LEMMA 5.3. (1) Let G be a finite group with O(G) = (1). Assume that 
t EI(G - Z(G)) and Co(t) s H, x MI,,. Then either F*(G) g U,(3) or 
F*(G) g A, x A,. 
(2) Let G be a finite group having t EL(G) with Co(t)/O,(Co(t)) isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Z, x Q6. Then G does not involve U,(3). 
Proof. In both cases, Co(t) contains a 2-group of order 8 which is self- 
centralizing in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Thus by [19], G has sectional 2-rank 
at most 4. In case 2, we may assume that O(G) = (1). Suppose that KI is a 
component of E(G) with Kit # KI . Then Case 1 holds and K,/Z(K,) g A,. 
As t $F*(G) in this case, CF*(o)(t) r A, or M,, . Thus F(G) = <l) and 
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F*(G) = K1 x k;’ with Kr z A,. Th us we may assume that t normalizes 
every component of E(G). 
Suppose that case (1) holds. By the L-Balance Theorem E(C,(t)) lies in a 
unique component Kof E(G) and ~?<~-,~,(t) 1s Isomorphic to& x A, or& >( Mro. 
By inspection of the conclusions to [13], either K G A, or K z C;(3). In the 
former case we set first that t E O,(G), then that t E Z(G), contrary to hypothesis. 
Thus K g U*(3). Also C,((K, t;,) 7: (li. Thus C,(K) c O(G) e <I’~, 
whence K = F*(G). 
Thus case (2) holds. Suppose that K -3 E(G), K quasi-simple. By inspection 
of the conclusions to (131, m,(K) < 2. Also E(G) has at most 4 components. 
Thus G/C,(E(G)) does not involve U,(3). S o WC may assume that G =: C@(G)), 
i.e., F*(G) is a 2- group of sectional 2-rank at most 4. Thus G/F*(G) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of GL(4,2). So G does not involve Ua(3). 
Finally, we need the following classification theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let G be a finite group with O(G) = (1) having a standard 
subgroup K with K/Z(K) isomorphic to Ru, S~(2’~+l), n 2 1, Sp(4, 2”), Ua(2nL), 
L4(pn), U&2”) OY L5(21TL) for some m > 3. If K/Z(K) e Ru, assume that 
j Z(K)] = 2. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) KCK,K,~GwithK~gk;K,andK~rK. 
(2) KG SZ(~~~‘~), <KG) z Sp(4, 22n+i) and 1 C,(K)I, = 2. 
(3) K z Sz(8) and (KG) g Ru. 
(4) K s Sp(4, 2”“) arid (KG) E Sp(4, 22m), U&?), L4(29, U,(2”“) OY 
-%G? 
(5) K s U,(ZWl) and (KG) s Lr(2z1’L) for some Y E (4, 5). 
(6) K E L,(2m) and (KG> g L,(22”) for some Y E (4, 5). 
Proof. The case K r”, & is handled by Finkelstein in [IO]. The case 
K s Sz(2a~+r) is handled by Griess et al. [17] and Dempwolff [9]. The case 
K s Sp(4, 2”) is handled by Gomi [12]. The case K E L,(2”“) is handled by 
Seitz [28] and the case KG Ur(2”“) is handled by Miyamoto [23]. 
We now fix G as a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.1. Then G has a 
standard subgroup, L z Ru, by the results of Section 4. We let K be a standard 
subgroup of L, as given in Lemma 5.2(3). 
LEMMA 5.5. Hypothesis 3.1 hoUs and 1 C,(L)i, = 2. 
Proof. As usual, F*(G) is simple. By Lemma 5.1(l), m,(K) -= 3. By Lemma 
5.2(l)-(4), if w EI(L), then O(CJw)) = (1) an an normal abelian 2-subgroup d y 
of C,(w) is elementary. Thus by Theorem 2.4, 1 C,(L)!, = 2. Hypothesis 3.1(3) 
may be proved as in Lemma 4.18, using Theorem 5.4. 
Let R~syl,(K), N = NK(R). By Lemma 5.1(3), C,,t,(N) = (1). Let 
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C = C,(N)2C,(K)r Ur E4. Then U = C,(U) for each u E Ux by 
Lemma 5.2(3). Thus U E Syl,(C). Al so, by Lemma 5.2(3), U = N,(U). Thus 
u = c. 
By Lemma 5.2(2,3), if K1 E s(L) with K1 g K, then K1 is standard in L and 
CAut =(K1) s E4 . Now a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(L) n Co(&) is isomorphic 
to E, . By Lemma 5.1(4), if a is an involutory automorphism of a central 
extension & of K1 , then either ma(C~(~)) > 3 or C’&(a) z R. In either case 
C’&(a) is not isomorphic to a subgroup of E, . This verifies Hypothesis 3.1. 
Now by Lemma 3.3 we can pick K <L E Z*(G) with the property that if 
K <L, E g(G), then L, z L and L, E g*(G). We fix such a pair (K, L) and 
let <t) E Syl,(C,(L)), U = C,(K), u E Us. We define K(C,(s)) as in (3.4). 
LEMMA 5.6. C,(t) = L x (t) and K = K(C,(u)). 
Proof. As G is a balanced group, C,(t) = L x (t). Suppose that 
K # K(C,(u)). Then by the above remarks, (KcGcU)) = L, g Ru and 
1 CG(L,)l, = 2. Let E = (U, t). It follows that E = C,((K, t)) = C,((K, u)). 
We argue that N,(E) is transitive on E#. N,(E) has orbits {t}, U#, t U# on E#. 
N,$E) is transitive on E# n L, . As / U# n L, 1 = 1, U+ N t U# in N,(E). As 
tNLlcE) # {t}, N,(E) is transitive on E#. Now 
N,(E) n C,(t) = (K x U)(r) x (t). 
Clearly Kd IV,(E). Let x be a 7-element of N,(E) - C,(t). We may choose 
x E C,(K). 
Let f E C,(r) of order 5. Then C,(( f, t)) = M with M z A, and U E Syl,(M). 
As x 6 C,(f) and x is transitive on E #, cG(f > = <f > X J with J E J1 by 
Janko [22]. 
Now let S, = C,(U) where (U, t) c S E Syl,(N,(L)). Let A = a,(&) and 
let v E V = A n K. As v is a square in K, v $ tc. N,(K) has orbits U#, V# and 
(AnL)-(UuV) on (A n L)#. If g E N,(S,) - S, , then 7Jg n U = (1). 
AsvsnU= rn,~Pr(~)=(AnL)--V.Thus 
IfJ N~(A) 1 = 24 = I(tU)NL(A) I. 
As t N u N tu in N,(A), and t + v, j tNGcA) 1 = 49 or 56. As 73 +’ 1 GL(6,2)/, 
) tNGca) ) = 56 and t N tv. 
We now consider C,(r). We have 
G((t, y)) s Cc(<tv, 9) z E, x G . Mu, 
and v E C,((t, r))‘. Thus t $Z*(C,(r)). Let C = C,(Y), C = C/O(C), C = C/(r). 
By Lemma 5.3(l), F*(C) is isomorphic either to U,(3) or to A, x A,. As 
[L(c), 21 = L(6) and Z is fixed point free on O(C), we have [L(c), O(e)] = (1). 
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Thus O(L(C)) C Z[L(C)). Xowf~L(C,((t, Y))) CL(C). As L(C) has an abelian 
Sylow 5-subgroup and 02(C) = L(C) C&(C)), f is central in a Sylow 5- 
subgroup of C. Thus j C lj = Y and a Sylow 5-subgroup, F, of C is conjugate 
to a Sylow 5-subgroup of C,(f). In particular, ~ fG n F 1 = 20. IfL(C)/Z(L(C)) z 
il, x A, , then F+ contains at least 8 elements whose centralizers involve /I6 . 
But C,(f) does not involve A, . Thus L(C)/Z(L(C)) g U&3) and the elements 
of F# n O(C) are conjugate to a 5-central element, h, of L. But then 
C,((lz, t))/O,(C,((h, t )) z h, x Q, and C,(h) involves U,(3), contrary to 
Lemma 5.3(2). 
LEMMA 5.7. EIypothesis 3.8 holds. 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.1(3) and 5.2(3), C,(U) is transitive on Q,(R)* where 
R E Syl,(K). Thus Condition 2 of Lemma 3.9 holds. By Lemma 5.2(3), 
Condition 4 of Lemma 3.10 holds, whence Condition 1 of Lemma 3.9 holds. 
By Lemma 5.2(l)-(4), Condition 1 of Lemma 3.11 holds. By Theorem 5.4, 
Condition 2 of Lemma 3.11 holds. Thus Condition 3 of Lemma 3.9 and hence, 
Hypothesis 3.8, holds. 
We now reach a final contradiction. By Lemma 5.2(l)-(4), Z(C,,, Jzu)) = (w\ 
for all w E I(Aut L). Thus Condition 1 of Lemma 3.12 holds. Also by Lemma 
52(I)-(4), ld- n C,<(W) / s for all w E I(Aut L). Thus by Lemmas 3.12 and 
3.13, t E Z*(G), contrary to hypothesis. 
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. We fix G as a minimal 
counterexample to Theorem 1.3. By Theorem 4.2, G has a standard subgroup, L, 
with L/O(L) z M(22) or M(23) or M(24)‘. As usual, F*(G) is simple and 
1 G: F*(G)1 -,’ 2. Our aim is to prove that L g M(23), 1 G: F*(G)1 = 2 and F”(G) 
is M(24)‘. We first collect the needed results about U,(2), M(22), iM(23) and 
M(24)‘. 
LEMnl:\ 6.1. Let K be a perfect a-fold covering group of Dfi(2) and let 
K. = z Aut R 2 K = Inn K. 
(1) l&/x= S, and m,(K) > 3. 
(2) K has thrree rlasses of involutions. The centralizers of an inaolution in A’ 
is 2-constmiked and core-free. If 7; E I(K), then CE(ti) involves Z, x Z, If v E I(K) 
is 2-central, then C~(F) inaolzes zi,(2). 
(3) K, - R has two classes of involutions gp and g3. Cg(gl) g Sp(6, 2) 
and C,(g,) is an extension of E,? bj) S, . In particular, I CR(g,)l- 2” ’ 
I 1:,(2)1, 
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Proof. The first half of (1) follows from Steinberg’s general results. (See 
[8, Chap. 121). Fact (2) is easily deduced from (6.2) of [5] and Fact (3) from 
(19.9) of [5]. In Lemma 6.2 we shall prove that K has a subgroup isomorphic to 
Sp(6,2). Thus m,(K) > 6 and (1) is proved. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let L, be a quasi-simple group with L,/O(L,) z M(22). Let 
L, = Aut L, IL, = Inn L, and let L, be a perfect 2-fold covering group of L, . 
(1) [ L, : LI ( = 2 and the Schur multiplier of LI has order 6. Also 
m,(h) 2 3. - - 
(2) L, has three classes of involutions: uL1, vL1, w% 
(3) u is not 2-central. Czl(u) is a perfect 2-fold covering group of U,(2). 
(4) v is 2-central. O,(CL(v)) C CL(v)(“) and O,(C,(v)) = (u) x E with E 
extra-special of order 2g and (v) = Z(E) * C,(v)‘/O,(C,(v)) z U,(2). 
(5) w is not 2-central. ] C,(w)\ = 216 . 33. 
(6) L, - LI has three classes of involutions: xLo, yLo, zLo. 
(7) CzI(x) s 0+(8,2). CII( y) s Z, x Sp(6,2). C~,(z) is an extension of 
an elementary group of order 64 by Q-(6, 2). 
(8) Ifs E I(L,), then ~$1 n CL,(s) # ,@. 
(9) Ifs E I(L, - L,), then I C~l(s)lz < 216 < I M(22)1, . 
Proof. The Schur multiplier of M(22) is determined in [16]. The information 
in (2)-(8) appears in (13.8) of [6j. N 
SEL, -LI by (13.8) of [6J W 
0W CL,(u) = CrJu)(s) for some involution 
e may assume that Cz,((u, s))/(u) G Sp(6,2). 
As CE,(r) does not involve Sp”(6, 2) f or all r EI(L, - E,), we conclude that 
Cz-,((u, s)) s Z, x Sp(6,2). The inverse image in & of E(CzI((u, s))) is 
Z, x Sp(6,2) or Sp”(6, 2). In either case the 2-rank is at least 4. This proves (1). 
Statement (9) is immediate from (7). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let L = M(23). 
(1) L = Aut L has 3 classes of involutions: uL, vL, wL. All are 2-central. 
(2) C,(u) is a perfect 2-fold covering group of M(22). 
(3) O,(C,(v)) C 02(C,(v)). O,(C,(v)) = A x E with A G 72, x iZ, , E 
extra-special of order 2g and (v) = Z(E). 02(CL(v))/0,(CL(v)) s Z, x U,(2). 
(4) 1 C,(w): CL(w)’ [ = 2 and CL(w)’ = F*(C,(w)) is a perfect 4-fold 
covering group of U,(2). 
(5) Let T E Syl,(L). T has a unique elementary subgroup, W, of order 211 and 
N,(T)/T s Mz3. AZSO 1 uL n W 1 = 23. 
Proof. Facts (l), (2) and (4) are in (13.7) of [6]. Fact (3) is in 1271. Fact (5) is 
in [21]. 
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LEMMA 6.4. Let M = M(24)‘. Ma = Aut M. The following properties 
hold: 
(1) I Ma : M [ < 2 and the Schur multiplier of M has order 1 or 3. 
(2) M has two classes of involutions: uhf, 7P. 
(3) u is not 2-central. C,(u)’ is a perfect 2-fold covering group of M(22). 
C,(u)/(u) g Am M(22). C,,,o(u) --= (K x (uJ)(.z) where K := C,,,(u)‘, 
(uI , x> g D, with (u\ = Z((u, , x>). 
(4) v is 2-central. O,(C,,,(v)) = O,(C,O(~)) is extra-special of order 2’“. 
Oz(CMO(v))/O,(CMO(z~)) is a perfect 3-fold covering group of L’,(3), acting 
faithfully on Oa(c&,,(~))/($. 
(5) Ml, -- M has two classes: ur”, ~9~. 
(6) C,,(ur) c M(23) and Ch,(ur) S CdM(u)’ for ur as in (3). 
(7) C,(w)t”) is a perfect 4-fold covering group of o’,(2) and C,b,(7u)/ 
O,(C,(w)) E Aut U,(2) permuting transitively OB(C,bI(~))“. There exists 
WI E WL n cq(u, UJ). 
(8) lMI =2”1.31”.5z.73.11 .13.17,23.29. 
Proof. The precise structure of C,l,O(v) is described in [27]. The Schur 
multiplier is shown to be 1 or 3 in [15]. The other data may be found in (13.1) 
and (13.6) of [6]. 
LEMMA 6.5. IJet H be a finite group with a normal self-centralizkg elementary 
2-subgroup E of order 212 having an involution e with / eH 1 = 24 and C,(e) = 
H1 x (e>, H1 n E = E1 and H,!E, z Mzs. Then H/E s M2,, 1 H : H’ i = 2, 
e # H’ and E is the unique subgroup of H which is elementary of order 212. 
Pyoof. As Ma, is the unique transitive extension of iWa, of degree 24, 
H/E E Ma3 . By (8.4) of [4], E is indecomposable with irreducible submodule 
E1. As fIJzJ has trivial multiplier, e $ H’. Also, (8.4) of [4] proves that E1 is the 
unique elementary subgroup of H’ of order 2tr. The last statement of this lemma 
follows trivially from this. 
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose that K E Y(G) with K/Z(K) isomorphic to U,(2), 
M(22), M(23) or M(24)‘. If K/Z(K) g U,(2), assume that / Z(K)1 is even. 
Suppose that K <L E ..Y(G) and L/Z(L) z K/Z(K). Then one of the following 
holds: 
(I) K/Z(K) E Ue(2), L/Z(L) r M(22). 
(2) K/Z(K) g U,(2) OY M(22), L r M(23). 
(3) K/Z(K) s U,(2), M(22) or M(23), L,‘Z(L) s M(24)‘. 
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Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.19, we may reduce to that case that 
R = KZ(L)/Z(L) is standard in N&)/Z(L). By the minimality of G, we know 
/ Z(K)] is even. Then by Hypothesis 1.2, the Corollary holds. 
We now pick a standard subgroup L E 5?*(G) satisfying: 
(1) 1 Z(L)/ is odd, L/Z(L) g M(22) or M(23) or L/Z(L) g M(24)‘. 
(2) 1 L j is maximal subject to (1). 
We let K be a standard subgroup of (L, u) for some u EI(N,(L) - CG(L)) 
with K/Z(K) z U,(2), M(22) or M(23) and with [ K [ maximal subject to this. 
We pick u E K, if possible. By Lemmas 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, either u E K or 
K g M(23), L/Z(L) g M(24)‘. F or each possibility for K, we define a set 5? 
as follows: 
(1) If K/Z(K) g U,!2), 9 = {L,, , L& where L,/Z(L,) s M(22), / Z(L,)I = 1 
and 1 Z(L,)( = 3. 
(2) If K/Z(K) g M(22), then j Z(K)1 = 2 and 2 = (L, , L, , L4} with 
L, g M(23), L,/Z(L,) s M(24)’ for i = 3,4, 1 Z(L,)j = 1 and 1 Z&J = 3. 
(3) If K s M(23), then lip = (L, , L4} with L, as in (2). 
Finally, in Lemma 6.11, we shall need the following transfer lemma of 
Yoshida [33]. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let G be afinitegroup, Q a weakly closed abelian 2-subgroup of G, 
N = NG(Q). Suppose there exists x E I(Q) and N, (i N of index 2 with x 4 N, . 
Then x ef 02(G). 
We may now begin the proof of Theorem 1.3 for the M(i) cases. 
LEMMA 6.8. Conditions (1) (2) and (4) of Hypothesis 3.1 holdfor (K, 9’) as 
above. 
Proof. By Lemmas 6.1(l) and 6.2(l), m,(K) > 3 in cases (1) and (2). As 
a 2-fold covering group of M(22) lies in M(23), m,(K) > 3 in case (3) as well. 
By the minimal choice of G, if L s L, or L, , then L E 9’*(G). If L $ L, or L, , 
then by maximal choice ofL, only L, , L, and L, can occur in s(G). In this case, 
if L G L, , then by induction, L E 5?*(G). If L z+ L, , L, or L, , then only L, and 
can occur and by Hypothesis 1.2, L E 5?*(G). Now Hypothesis 3.1(l) and (2) 
hold. 
By Lemmas 6.2(3) and 6.3(2) and 6.4(3,6), N,(L) n C,(K) is 2-nilpotent 
with Sylow 2-subgroup (to, u) where (to) is a cyclic Sylow 2-group 
of G(L), <u> Ez c‘4ut L (K) G Za . Now if & is a perfect central extension 
of K and a is an involutory automorphism of K, , then O(CKz(a)) = (1) and 
CKI(~) involves i?a by Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. Thus CKa(~) is not 
isomorphic to a subgroup of N,(L) n Cc(K). Thus Condition (4b) holds. 
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If K $ M(23), we may take N = Ki to satisfy Condition (4a) by the above. If 
K z M(23), take N = C,(q) with N/(uJ E M(22). X exists by Lemmas 6.3(2) 
and 6.4, C,(N) n V,(L) is 2-nilpotent and Condition (4a) holds in this case 
as well. 
LEMMA 6.9. Condition (3b) of Hypothesis 3.1 holds and either Condition (3a) 
holds OY Km> M(23). 
Proof. Condition (3b) is proved in Lemma 6.6. If K $ M(23), then 
Hypothesis 1.2 implies Condition (3a). 
LEMMA 6.10. Let t EI(C,(L)), u E I(X,(L) n C,(K)) - I(C,(L)), with u E 
I(K), ifpossible. Let L,, :== L(C,(u)), L,, == L(C,(ut)). Then for suitable choice of 
(h-, L) and u, one of the following holds: 
(1) K == K(C,(u)). 
(2) L/O(L), L,/‘O(L,,) and L,,/O(L,,) are all isomorphic to M(24)‘. 
K .G M(23). 
Proof. Suppose K -% M(23). Th en by Lemmas 3.3, 6.8 and 6.9, we may 
pick (K, L) to be a K-extremal pair. Moreover, u E K. Thus K = K(C,(u)) by 
Lemma 3.6. 
Suppose Kg M(23). By Lemma 6.9, either Hypothesis 3.1 holds for (K, L) 
or Kl E Z’*(G) for some Kl g K. Bv the proof of Lemma 3.3, tither the 
conclusion of Lemma 3.3 holds or there exists a chain 
K = K,, < Kl < ... < K, i K,,, = F*(G) 
satisfying the conditions of Corollary2.3with K,/Z(k’,)not isomorphic to M(24)‘. 
Thus K, G M(23). If 1z ;; 1, then by Corollary 2.3(j), Nc,(K,) EJ K, x (K,,)” 
with s a 2-element, K, 1 mm= CIc,X(Kn)s(s). But [K,, , (K,J”] -/ i I la for all g E G 
by Theorem 2.2, Thus n :-: 0. But then K is standard in G, not the case. Thus 
Lemma 3.3 holds. T\;ow clearly either Conclusion (1) or (2) holds. 
MTe now fix (K, L, U) satisfying one of the conclusions of Lemma 6.10. \I’e let 
f, L, and L,, be as in Lemma 6.10. 
LEMMA 6. I 1. k’lZ(k’) c$ Dfi(2) 
Pyvof. Suppose that &Z(K) s LT8(2). ll:e p rove first that Hypothesis 3.8 
holds. Let SE Sylz(CL(z~)). ‘l’hcn Condition 3 of Lemma 3.10 holds trivially by 
Lemma 6.2(3). Thus 3.8(l) holds. Let SC T t S&(L). As 1 7’ : S : --= 2, 
Q,(Z(S)) == (u, 7~‘l with (u“ = Ql(Z(T)) by L cmma 6.2(4). Let S, E Syl,(M(23)). 
Then Z(S’r) contains involutions or , z’r , 70~ and C,Lr(ns~(zQ does not involve 
CX(2), by 6.3(3). It follows by 6.3(4), f rom the structure of C,~,(z:r)(~J that 
7’1 E E(C.Lfdwl)) - ~(~(Cl~,dwI))~. As C,,,(,,)(~~)io,(C.~,,?,)(w,)) contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut i’,;(2), it follows in our original context that T + UZ’ 
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in N,(K). Thus 3.8(2) holds. Finally, the conditions of Lemma 3.11 hold by 
Lemma 6.2 and Corollary 6.6. Thus we have C,(U) C No(L). Next, by Hypo- 
thesis 1.2, u E Z(E(C,(ut))) or E(C,(ut)) = Lr s L. 
By Lemmas 3.13 and 6.2(8), Condition 3 of Lemma 3.12 holds. Let tl = tg E 
Cc((u, t)) - (t>. Then Ce((u, t, t,)) = Co((u, t}). By the proof of Lemma 3.12, 
we may assume that t, # tu. Let C = C,(t,). Then .Z(C,(u)) has 2-rank at 
least 3. It follows that either C,(U) is solvable with ] C,(U)\, = 1 C,(~)js or 
E(C,(u)) s S&6, 2). In the former case t, is 2-central in C,((u, t)). But then 
by Lemma 6-l(2), C&U, 1, tl)) .mvolves U,(2), a contradiction. Thus E(C,(u)) s 
Sp(6,2). As both u and t induce outer automorphisms of Lo, ut induces an inner 
automorphism of LB and E(C,,(ut)) # (1). Thus E(C,,(ut)) s U,(2) and 
u $ Z(E(C,(ut))). Thus L, = E(C,(ut)) z L. Now t and t, both act on L, with 
E(CL1(t)) G U,(2) s E(C,l(t,)). Thus both t and t, induce inner automorphisms 
on L, . But E(C,l((t, ti))) s Sp(6,2), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 6.12. L/O(L) s M(24)’ type. 
Proof. Suppose that L s M(23). A s u E K, Hypothesis 3.5 holds. The rest 
of the general argument does not apply but we may follow the spirit of the 
argument. By Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem, tG 17 C,(t) # {t}. As t $ Co(t)‘, 
to n L = a. By Lemma 6.3, if s eI(L), then any abelian normal subgroup of 
C,(s) is an elementary 2-group. Thus (t) E Syl,(C,(L)) by Theorme 2.4(2). 
Let T, x <t), = TX E Syl,(C,(t)) with zl E Z(Z’,). Suppose that t N tx with 
x E Z(T,) - <u). Let tx = th. 
By Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem, there exists u1 E (u” n K) - {u}. Let 
g E C,(K). Then g normalizes (K, K(C,(u,))) = (K, K(C,(u,))) = L, by 
Hypothesis 1.2. Thus KC,(K) C N,(L). As ! C,(u): KC,(K)] < 2, 
I C&J): C,(u) fl No( < 2. 
By Lemma 6.3, C,((u, x)) = (A x E)J, where A g Ed , E is extra-special 
of order 2g and J s SO(5, 3). Clearly / CL*(u): C,(U) n Lh j = 2n for some 
n > 0. But this is impossible by inspection of the possible centralizers listed in 
Lemma 6.3. 
Thus we have shown that tc n Z(T,) = {t, tu}. It follows that tG n Tl = 
{t} u {(tu)L n Ti>. By Lemma 6.3(5), T1 contains a unique elementary abelian 
subgroup, W, of order 212. Moreover NLx&W)/Ws M2, and Jo n WI = 23. 
Thus by Lemma 6.5, NJ W)/C,( W) g Mz, . Let T, E SyI,(N,-JW)). By 
Lemma 6.5, W is weakly closed in NG[ W) with respect to G. Thus T, E Syl,(G). 
Also, by Lemma 6.5, NG( W) has a normal subgroup No of index 2 with t $ N, . 
By Lemma 6.7, t $ 02(G). Thus <u> E Syl,(C,(K)). Hence K is standard in 
02(G). Then, by Hypothesis 1.2, 02(G) s M(24)‘. But then G is not a coun- 
terexample to Theorem 1.3, contrary to hypothesis. 
LEMMA 6.13. K z M(23). 
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Proof. Suppose that K/(u) e M(22) and L/O(L) G M(24)‘. As u E K, 
Hypothesis 3.5 holds. As K is standard in N,(L), N,(L) = LC,(L). Let 
SE Syl,(C,(u)), R = S n K. Then as u is not 2-central by Lemma 6.4(3), 
S # Syl,(L). Also by Lemma 6.2(9), Z(S) _C R. By Lemma 6.2(9) and Definition 
6.4(3), SK/(u) r Aut M(22). Thus Conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.9 hold. 
Let uu E ZP r\ Z(R) with u’u # u and suppose thatl, = iK, K(C’,,(ue))\ /I-L. 
Then by Hypothesis I .2, L, g M(23) and R E SyI,(L,). But S normalizes ,u, UC>, 
hence L, , and 1 C,(L,)I is odd. This is impossible as L,, :~ &t L,, by 
Lemma 6.3(l). Thus L, = L and Hypothesis 3.8 holds. 
By Lemma 6.4, if s E Z(L), Z(C,(s)) -z (s). Thus Condition I of Lemma 3. I2 
holds. Clearly, by Lemma 6.4, Condition 3 also holds and WC‘ have a contra- 
diction by Lemma 3.12. 
We fix our notation for the final case. We have 1, E Y’*(G) with I,,‘O(L) G 
M(24)‘. By Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 2.4(2), C,(L);, -- 2. U’e let .<tJ E 
Syl,(Cc(L)), u E N<;(L) with K =.: E(C,(u)) rs M(23). ?Te let I,,, I,(C,(u)), 
L,, = L(C,(ut)). 
LEMMA 6.14. L,,/O(L,,) and L,,,/O(L,,) are isomorphic to M(24)‘. 
Proof. If not, then by Lemma 6.10, K = K(C,(u)). As 1 ;11(23)l, =-, L 2 , 
u is not 2-central. By Lemma 6.3(l), M(23) = Rut M(23). Thus C’onditions (I) 
and (2) of Lemma 3.9 hold. Let z’ EI(K) with UE E zkL and let H = 
(K, K(C,(uv))). By induction, E1/O(H) s M(24)‘, whence H/O(EI)! ~ 
! L/O(L)/ by Lemma 6.4(S). Th us IZ = L. Hence Hypothesis 3.8 holds, i.e., 
C,(U) C N,(L). By Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 3.13, there exists t, E t” n 
C,((u, t)) with t, $ {f, tuj. Now O,(Z(C cL, ,,(s))) := (s:; for all s E 1(.&t L) by 
Lemma 6.4. Thus Lemma 3.12 yields a contradiction. 
We now let u0 E I(C,,(u)) with K, =: E(C,(u,)) E M(22). I))- Hypothesis I .2, 
either K,d E(C,(u,)) or K;K,* d E(C,(u,)) with K, ~-= CK,Kc,,(t)‘. But <t, u> 
normalizes K,Klt and 
4, CK,K, t(r)’ :-_ CKIK,l(U)’ = CKIKI’(Ut)‘. 
Thus K o g E(C,;(u,,)). As CG((K,, , t,)) has Sylow 2-subgroup (u, u(, , t,\, K,, is 
weakly closed in C,(u,,) with respect to G. 
\Ve have verified in Lemma 6.13 that Hypothesis 3.8 holds for the pair 
(K,, , L). Thus C&J L N,(L). Thus 
C,((u, u,))/O(C,((u, U”))) &z z, x 12, x iQ(22). 
Now C,(u)/O(C,(u)) -: i: = (u;‘ x L;,(i) with L,, E M(24)‘. B!- Lemma 6.4, 
C has no involutions with fixed points isomorphic to Z, x Z1 x 1@(22), a 
contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
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